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To the attention of Mark Latham and the Enquiry Re ADB reforms
I write to you in regards to your enquiry regarding reforms of The NSW Anti Discrimination
Board and that i wish to state my reason as to why these reforms should be passed. for some time
now it has come to my attention that The ADB has been a tool for a certain Activist named Garry
Burns for the better part of 20 years targeting the likes of Bernard Gaynor as well as several others.
Now from what i've been hearing from My Gaynor's E-Newsletter that Mr Burns is a
ungrateful,unprincipled, financially-driven opportunist with a history of making vexatious
complaints whenever it suited him. While The Anti-Discrimination Board has dismissed The
complaint Burns made against Israel Folau they have refused to dismiss similar complaints against
Mr Gaynor in fact they have also dismissed evidence from the files it sends to The NCAT regarding
said complaints pointing to the fact that they were made out of vexatious spite.I think that it would
be prudent for those heading up the enquiry to reform The ADB in that it no longer processes
vexatious complaints as well as complaints against anyone with a disability and even those who
have suffered Brain Damage in their lives particularly from one as somewhat infamous as Mr Burns
given he has gone after even someone with Brain damage among others and it should be
mentioned that given his rumoured financial status teetering on the verge of Bankruptcy i might
add that the ADB should no longer be allowed to process complaints based on vexatious spite and
that it should be processing complaints on fact and not feelings. And also i wish to point out that
The ADB should not be going after people that live outside NSW which they seem to be doing
for some time now. What i wish to see happen is that The ADB should be reformed to process
evidence-based complaints and not those driven by vexatious-driven feelings and to not go after
those who live interstate.
I thank you for taking the time to read my submission to this enquiry.

